
t i b e t a n 
p e o p l e

Join us in praying for this neglected people group!

EAST ASIA:
China, India, Nepal and Bhutan

• Total Population: 6.5 million
• Language: Tibetan(Tibeto-Burman 

language group)
• Main Religion: Buddhism
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OVERVIEW

Tibetan people are an East Asian ethnic group native to Tibet, the mountainous region located in southwestern 
China, just north of India.  When the Communist Chinese invaded Tibet in the 1950s, their Dalai Lama (religious 
leader and Emperor), along with governmental leaders and thousands of Tibetans, fled to India, where over 
100,000 remain exiled today.  This has caused Tibetans much suffering and suppression from communist 
domination and ideology.  Since 2017, the Chinese government has expelled many workers from Tibet.  It 
is currently estimated that there are less than 500 Tibetan Christians, totalling less than 0.01 percent of the 
population.

Since 2015, All Nations’ field workers, the S* family, have lived in Asia and worked among the Tibetan Buddhists. 
As an oral culture, the Tibetans have continually resisted written translations of the Bible and other culturally 
inappropriate formats.  With this in mind, the S family has joined with a Tibetan Christian couple to produce 
a video series of the Bible from creation to eternity in various Tibetan languages.  The video series, eventually 
featuring 300 episodes of 2-8 minutes duration, builds upon the efforts of past All Nations workers in Tibet, who 
developed religious paintings, called HisStory pictures. Currently, prototype episodes are being received with 
excitement by believers and with interest from unbelievers.  Their hope is to provide tools that will spread the 

Gospel to the next generation of Tibetans.

Get MOre INvolved

All Nations International | PO Box 901253 | Kansas City, MO 64129

Yes, All Nations, I want to support this 
and all the programs and other ways All 
Nations reaches the neglected for Jesus!
Give today: https://bit.ly/3saXM1L

To learn more about how ministries and individuals 
can receive training or go to the neglected, please 

contact us at:  
info@allnations.international

Would you give $50 today to help set up the 
infrastructure for this full video production in 
reaching Tibetan Buddhists with the Gospel?  
For the first 40 episodes, $3,332 is needed. 

Prayer POINTS

Please pray for:
•  the Lord to guide the S family as they 

consider new opportunities among Tibetan 
Buddhists

• blessing upon the S family’s relationship 
with the Tibetan Christian couple as they 
work together 

•  additional language helpers to translate 
the materials 

•   partnerships to promote the videos within 
the Tibetan community

•  wisdom in developing videos that use  
words that resonate with Tibetans

• understanding in utilizing the right platforms 
that will make the videos available across the 
Tibetan Buddhist world

•  Tibetan Buddhists to be prepared and respond 
gladly to the Gospel

•  the provision of improved audio and video 
editing equipment and recording facilities

•  financial provision to help meet the needs of 
all those involved

•  strength to complete the task

* Name has been changed for security purposes.

   See three minute prayer video at:
   https://tinyurl.com/ut4wc


